Abstract: Social Media, Web Portals and, in general, information systems offer their own Application Programming Interfaces (APIs), used to provide large data sets concerning every aspect of day-by-day life. APIs usually provide data sets as collections of JSON documents. The heterogeneous structure of JSON documents returned by different APIs constitutes a barrier to effectively query and analyze these data sets. The adoption of NoSQL document stores, such as MongoDB, is useful for gathering these data sets, but does not solve the problem of querying the final heterogeneous repository. The aim of this paper is to provide analysts with a tool, named HammerJDB, that allows for blind querying collections of JSON documents within a NoSQL document database. The idea below is that users may know the application domain but it may be that they are not aware of the real structures of the documents stored in the database—the tool for blind querying tries to bridge the gap, by adopting a query rewriting mechanism. This paper is an evolution of a technique for blind querying Open Data portals and of its implementation within the Hammer framework, presented in some previous work. In this paper, we evolve that approach in order to query a NoSQL document database by evolving the Hammer framework into the HammerJDB framework, which is able to work on MongoDB databases. The effectiveness of the new approach is evaluated on a data set (derived from a real-life one), containing job-vacancy ads collected from European job portals.
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1. Introduction

Modern portals for publishing advertisements (ads) related to any economical field offer Web Services Application Programming Interfaces (APIs) that allow software systems to publish and retrieve ads. By using the provided API, analysts can easily gather an impressive amount of data for analysis purposes, for example to study the dynamics of social phenomena (possibly) on an international scale.

An interesting application context is offered by the continuously-growing diffusion of Web portals for the labour market (like job portals, employment Web sites and so on); the on-line availability of ads concerning job vacancies enables new research activities for analyzing the labour market and its dynamics [1]. However, web portals for publishing ads are just an example that shows how the Web has become a valuable source of data concerning any aspect of day-by-day life.

Typically, analysts first of all gather the desired data sets to be analyzed, possibly collecting data for a long time; then, they carry on with the analysis itself. The data sets returned by Web services are usually provided as collections of JSON documents. JSON (acronym for JavaScript Object Notation) has become a common syntactic framework that is independent of the specific application context. The consequence is that different Web services provide data sets with different structures, even though they provide the same information (e.g., ads concerning job vacancies). Furthermore, the same source
can change the structure of the provided data over time, hence documents gathered from the same source can have different structures because they were gathered in different times. Thus, analysts have to face heterogeneous data structures when they analyze the collected data sets.

Currently, NoSQL Document Stores, able to natively store and query collections of JSON documents, have become very popular, in particular MongoDB (https://www.mongodb.com/) or AWS DocumentDB (https://aws.amazon.com/documentdb/). However, although these systems are schema free by definition, their query languages still lack suitable constructs for flexibly retrieving heterogeneous JSON documents without a precise knowledge of their structure. Consequently, the idea of a fast-search engine developed on top of a JSON document store, able to provide users with a tool that avoids them to explicitly deal with the different structures of the collected data, finds its motivation. The tool we propose is based on a blind-querying approach—users may not be aware of the actual structures of data, but may know the application domain only. The query engine should be able to focus and retrieve the JSON documents of interest. However, at the same time, it should be able to extend the search to those documents that could potentially be of interest, by considering similar field names (both lexically and semantically).

The idea is depicted in Figure 1—several public data sources are collected into a NoSQL JSON-based store. The user tries to retrieve the desired information but finds an insurmountable wall; this is determined by his/her lack of knowledge about the structure of the data contained in the store, as well as by the possibly large variety of different structures of collected data. Blind querying offers an alternative way that allows the user to find relevant information with respect to a simple query. Clearly, we are not considering an operational environment but an analytical environment—one or just a few users every now and then need to query the store to find the desired information.

In this paper, we adapt an approach for blind querying previously developed for querying Open Data Portals [2,3], which creates a catalog describing the meta-data of the data sets published by the open data portals. At query time, users express their queries in a blind way (i.e., irrespective of the actual and heterogeneous structures of data sets). The query can be expressed as a triple including the target data set, the target fields to be retrieved and a selection condition expressed as a Boolean combination of predicates. The query engine expands the user query into a set of queries called, in the sequel, neighbour queries—they are derived by replacing field names in the original user query with similar ones (based both on string similarity and on semantic similarity). The Hammer framework implements the blind querying technique on Open Data portals.

In this paper, we present the HammerJDB framework—it is the first evolution of the Hammer framework towards the application of the blind querying technique to JSON document stores. The current implementation of the HammerJDB framework works on top of MongoDB, but the approach is general and easily adaptable to other JSON document stores. We tested the effectiveness of the approach on a data set concerning the European labour market, extracted and derived from within real-life data downloaded from several online job-vacancy portals to ensure the heterogeneity of the final repository.

The revamping of Hammer (performing queries on Open Data portals) into HammerJDB (for querying JSON document stores) was performed in three main phases:

1. **Conceptual definition of the problem.** In order to move from the context of querying Open Data portals to the context of querying private JSON document stores, the problem has been conceptually reformulated. We studied which previous concepts were still suitable and we defined some new concepts.

2. **Development of the HammerJDB framework.** We developed new connectors to document stores and implemented new concepts, by keeping the core query rewriting technique developed within the former Hammer framework.

3. **Evaluation.** The novel HammerJDB framework has been tested, in order to evaluate its capability to retrieve JSON documents of interest and validate the feasibility of the approach.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the related work, Section 3 presents some introductive notions on NoSQL databases, and Section 4 describes the basic knowledge to understand the presented approach. Section 5 introduces the new approach and some hints about the HammerJDB framework. Section 6 experimentally evaluates performances of the technique for blind querying JSON document stores, by exploiting a data set derived from a corpus of real-life job vacancy ads. Section 7 reports a discussion on some critical aspects, in order to clarify the scope and limitations of the proposed approach. Finally, Section 8 draws conclusions and future work.

Figure 1. Application Scenario of the HammerJDB framework.

2. Related Works

The first definition of blind querying dates back to the birth of the SGML and XML semi-structured data formats. When defining query languages for these formats, the problem of querying data collections without a well-defined structure, or with a heterogeneous structure, was soon evident. To tackle this problem, Fuzzy Set Theory [4] was a fairly immediate choice. In References [5,6] an approach based on modeling an XML document as a labeled graph was presented, where a graph is selectively extended by computing fuzzy estimates of the importance of the information it provides, at the granularity of XML tags. The result of such an extension is a fuzzy labeled graph. Query results are sub-graphs of this fuzzy labeled graph, presented as a ranked list according to their degree of matching with respect to the user query. In a different perspective, the approaches presented in References [7,8] propose a flexible XML selection language—named FleXPath—which allows for the formulation of flexible constraints on both structure and content of XML documents. In this way, users can formulate queries that are able to find information that is “close” to the desired one, that is, they formulate blind queries on XML documents.

The task to retrieve relevant information from heterogeneous data sources has several challenges in common with the application domain known as Web Data Extraction. In this domain, software systems are proposed, that automatically and repeatedly extract data from web pages with changing content and delivers the extracted data to a database or some other application ([9]). The common key challenges can be summarized as follows (see Reference [10]):

- Any adopted technique should be able to process large volumes of data in a relatively short time.
- Approaches relying on Machine Learning often require a significantly large training set of manually labeled Web pages or JSON data sets. In general, labeling pages/data sets is a time-expensive and error prone task. As a consequence, in many cases we cannot assume the existence of labeled items.
- Oftentimes, any Web portal extraction tool has to routinely extract data from a source which can evolve over time. Web sources are continuously evolving and structural changes happen with no forewarning, thus are unpredictable. Eventually, in real-world scenarios it emerges the need of maintaining these systems, that might stop working correctly if the are not enough flexible to detect and face the structural modifications of the Web sources they have to interact with.
In different research areas, several query expansion approaches have been proposed, especially in
the domain of Information Retrieval, based on user experience. Indeed, with the increasing size of the
Web, extracting relevant information by using a query composed just by a few keywords has become a
big challenge. Query Expansion (QE) plays a crucial role in improving searches on the Web. In this
methodology, the initial query (by the user) is reformulated by adding additional meaningful terms
with similar significance. QE—as part of information retrieval (IR)—has long attracted researchers’
attention. It has become very influential in the field of personalized social document, question
answering, cross-language IR, information filtering and multimedia IR. Research in QE has gained
further prominence because of IR dedicated conferences such as TREC (Text Information Retrieval
Conference) and CLEF (Conference and Labs of the Evaluation Forum). A good survey about QE
techniques in IR from 1960 to 2017 can be found in Reference [11]. Some interesting works include
References [12,13]. Specifically, Reference [12] presents an interactive query expansion model based
on a fuzzy association thesaurus for Web information retrieval; Reference [13] proposes a Top-k Query
Evaluation with Probabilistic Guarantees.

Focusing on QE techniques based on the analysis of query logs, we can cite Reference [14].
In this work, the authors propose to extract probabilistic correlations among the query terms and the
document terms by analyzing the query logs. QE is strictly related to the theme of Total Recall, that
is, retrieving all the relevant information with respect to a user query. An interesting paper tackling this
issue is Reference [15], where three different extensions to automatic query expansion were proposed:
1. a method able to prevent tf-idf failure caused by the presence of sets of correlated features;
2. an improved spatial verification and re-ranking step that incrementally builds a statistical model
of the query object;
3. the concept of relevant spatial context to boost performance of retrieval.

Another interesting paper achieving total recall by means of QE techniques in image retrieval is
Reference [16]. In this paper, the authors adopt query expansion for images with two contributions.
First, they define some strong spatial constraints between the query image and each result that allow
for accurately verifying each return, suppressing the false positives which typically ruin text-based
query expansion. Second, the verified images can be used to learn a latent feature model to enable the
controlled construction of expanded queries.

In Reference [17], the authors are interested in the growing number of applications that require
access to both structured and unstructured data, where the user is totally unaware of the schema
of data. These heterogeneous collections of data have been referred to as dataspaces; furthermore,
Dataspace Support Platforms (DSSP) are proposed to offer several services over them. One of the key
services of a DSSP is seamless querying on the data. The HammerJDB framework can be seen as a DSSP
for NoQL JSON document stores, while Reference [17] proposes a DSSP for Web pages.

In Reference [18], the authors report their experience in using Elasticsearch (a distributed full-text
search engine) as a solution to manage the heterogeneity of several data sets derived from federated
sources. Tools based on the Apache Lucene framework [19], like Elasticsearch and Apache Solr (see
Reference [20]), are alternatives to the HammerJDB framework; however, they usually do not retrieve
single JSON documents satisfying a selection condition, that is a distinctive feature of HammerJDB.

The core of the Query Engine in the former Hammer framework was implemented by using the
Map-Reduce paradigm [21]. The Query Engine of the new HammerJDB framework has inherited the
query-engine core, thus it is a Map-Reduce algorithm too.

The benefits of the Map-Reduce approach are described in Reference [22]. Map-Reduce has been
highly successful in implementing large-scale data-intensive applications on commodity clusters.

In few words, Map-Reduce frameworks automatically parallelize and execute the program on a
(possibly large) cluster of computers. In Reference [23], the authors present YARN (acronym for Yet
Another Resource Negotiator) and they provide experimental evidence demonstrating the improvements
of using YARN on production environments. YARN is the basic component within the very popular
Hadoop framework, responsible for handling the actual execution of the Map-Reduce jobs.
In Reference [24], the researchers present the Spark framework, a popular alternative to Hadoop as a Map-Reduce framework. In order to efficiently support data-transforming applications, Spark introduces an abstraction called Resilient Distributed Dataset (RDDS). An RDD is a main-memory and read-only collection of data partitioned across a set of machines that can be rebuilt if a partition is lost. Spark is still a Map-Reduce framework, where Map-Reduce programming can be explicit or implicit. In Reference [25], we presented various implementation of the former Hammer framework for querying Open Data portals, that adopt both Hadoop and Spark; the results show that Spark can be very efficient, in particular if its high-level programming abstractions are exploited. Thus, since the Spark version demonstrated to be the most efficient one, the novel HammerJDB framework is based on the Spark version of the query-engine core. Hammer and HammerJDB are implemented on top of MongoDB, but they use it only as a pure storage technology and do not rely on its internal query language and (consequently) on the Map-Reduce support provided by it; this choice allows us to be independent of specific execution platforms and storage technology during the development; for example, we moved form the original Hadoop-based implementation to the current Spark-based implementation, seamlessly with respect to the storage technology; furthermore, the scalability of the approach (see Reference [25]) is guaranteed independently of the storage technology.

3. Basic Concepts on NoSQL Databases for JSON Documents

In this section, we introduce some general concepts concerning the world of NoSQL databases for JSON documents. These systems constitute a specific class of NoSQL databases, that is, databases that do not rely on the relational data model and (consequently) cannot be queried by means of the SQL query language. The interested reader can refer to Reference [26] for a recent survey on the current scenario concerning NoSQL databases.

Within this wide family of systems, we consider NoSQL databases for JSON documents, that is, databases able to store JSON documents in a native way. These systems are also called document databases or JSON document stores.

For completeness, we briefly introduce some basic concepts concerning JSON and document databases.

3.1. JSON Documents

JSON is the acronym for JavaScript Object Notation—it was born as a textual format to represent and define objects within the JavaScript programming language. The interested reader can find the specification in Reference [27]. The process to obtain the JSON version of a main memory JavaScript object is called serialization, while the process to obtain a main memory JavaScript object from a JSON representation is called deserialization. Since JSON is often used to interchange data concerning documents, JSON data are also called documents (even thought they derive from main memory objects).

In the following, we informally introduce the JSON format, by means of the excerpt reported in Listing 1.

- A JSON document is enclosed within a pair of braces { and }, that encompasses a list of comma-separated fields.
- Syntactically, a field is a name: value pair, where the name is a string contained within a pair of " characters.
- The value of a field can alternatively be:
  - A constant (possibly negative) integer or real number;
  - a constant string, enclosed either within a pair of " characters;
  - a nested document, enclosed within { and }, arbitrarily complex;
  - an array of values, uncolored within characters [ and ], where an item can be either a numerical value or a string value or a document or an array.
Although fields may be arrays (as reported above), it is quite difficult to express blind queries on them. For this reason, we decided to consider only documents without arrays, by relying on the consideration that documents containing arrays can be simplified by applying an *unnest()* function able to expand a document containing an array to a set of documents, one for each item in the original array. However, this solution may cause the combinatorial explosion of unnested documents, in particular in case of documents containing multiple (possibly nested) arrays. An alternative way is to unroll arrays: an array with name $a$, containing $n$ items, is replaced by $n$ fields with name $a_i$ (with $1 \leq i \leq n$), where the value of each $a_i$ field is the item in position $i$ in the original array.

As an example, consider the sample JSON document reported in Listing 1. At the upper level, it is composed of three fields, named “$a$”, “$b$” and “$f$”, respectively. Specifically, the “$a$” field has an integer numerical value, while the value of the “$b$” field is a nested document and the value of the “$f$” field is a nested document containing, in turns, two nested documents.

Looking at the “$b$” field, it is a document composed of two string-valued fields. Notice that the name of the “$c_\text{n}$” field contains a blank character.

Finally, notice that the value of the “$f$” field: it is a nested document having two fields, named “$f1$” and “$f2$”, that in turn are further nested documents.

In order to reason about the structure of JSON documents, we introduce the concept of field path.

**Definition 1. Field Path** Given a JSON document $d$, we denote a field within $d$ by means of its path, that is, a dot notation with syntax $|.(\text{name})+|$, where name is a field name; the first dot denotes that the first field is rooted in the upper level of the document; then, a path with more than one name refers to a nested field.

As an example, consider the sample JSON object reported in Listing 1. The path $|.\text{“a”}|$ refers to a rooted field named “$a$”. The path $|.\text{“b”}\cdot\text{“d”}|$ refers to a field named “$d$” that is contained within the field named “$b$”. The path expression $|.\text{“f”}\cdot\text{“f1”}\cdot\text{“c_\text{n}”}|$ refers to the “$c_\text{n}$” field of the second-level nested document named “$f1$”, within field “$f$”.

In our approach, paths are expressed by using the dot notation, following the J-CO-QL transformation language for collections of JSON documents presented in [28–31].

3.2. Document Databases

We can now present the basic definitions that characterize NoSQL databases for JSON documents. We rely on the terminology provided by MongoDB, but this terminology is common in this context.
Definition 2. **Collection.** A collection $c = \{d_1,d_2,\ldots\}$ is a heterogeneous set of JSON documents $d_i$, without any constraint on the structure of these documents.

Thus, a collection plays the same role as tables in relational databases. However, a collection can contain any kind of document—in principle, each document in the collection may be structurally different from the other documents in the same collection.

Definition 3. **Database Model.** A database is a set $db = \{c_1,c_2,\ldots\}$ of collections. Each collection is identified by a unique name within the database.

Example 1. Suppose we are collecting job-vacancy ads from portals of several European countries. Though the semantic content of each ad is, at the end, the same, and even though they are all represented as JSON documents, their structure is not the same.

Thus, we could organize the database as two collections of ads—the first one, named `SouthernCountriesAds`, collects ads concerning countries in southern Europe, and a sample instance is reported in Listing 2; the second collection, named `NorthernCountriesAds`, collects ads concerning countries in northern Europe, and a sample instance is reported in Listing 3.

Listing 2. Sample collection `SouthernCountriesAds`.

```json
{  
  "ID": 1,  
  "Offer": {  
    "Title": "Finance Manager ",  
    "Description": "Department’s finances",  
    "Country": "IT",  
    "Salary": "To be defined" },  
  "Publish date": "03/09/2018" }
{  
  "ID": 2,  
  "Profession": "International Export/Sales Manager",  
  "Profile": "An International Export / Sales Manager",  
  "Place": {  
    "Location": "Valencia",  
    "Country": "Spain" },  
  "Release date": "13/09/2018" }
{  
  "ID": 3,  
  "Profession": "Solution Services Marketing Manager ",  
  "Profile": "8--10 years of experience in Marketing.",  
  "Place": {  
    "Location": "Barcelona",  
    "Country": "Spain" },  
  "Release date": "17/09/2018" }
```
4. Blind Querying on Open Data: Definitions and Approach

In this section, we briefly present Hammer, the framework for blind querying Open Data. This framework constitutes the background of the present work—it was introduced in Reference [2] and further improved in Reference [3]; in this paper, we rely on the latter version [3].

The blind querying approach was adopted for retrieving data sets of interest published by Open Data portals. Since these corpora usually contain a large number of data sets, it is not possible to know their structure in advance. Thus, we developed a framework for blind querying: the user formulates a query that has to be translated by the query engine to the actual structure of data sets within the corpus. In this section, we review some basic concepts and definitions (Section 4.1) and briefly describe the blind querying approach (Section 4.2).

4.1. Basic Concepts and Definitions

An Open Data portal is an access point to open data published by institutions, agencies and other bodies. It is possible to use and re-use this information for either commercial or non-commercial purposes. As a consequence, a portal offers a corpus of data sets; the blind querying approach aims at querying these data sets, in order to get those data items (documents) relevant with respect to the query. Hereafter, we report the most important definitions.

Definition 4. (Flat) Data Set. A Data Set is a collection of data items, where each item may be a flat record or a row or a tuple, that is, without nested structures. All data items in a Data Set share the same schema (field names and data types).

A Data Set \( ds \) is represented by an internal identifier \( id \), a name and an Instance (set of data items belonging to the Data Set), respectively denoted as \( ds.id \), \( ds.name \) and \( Instance(ds) \).

Definition 5. Corpus and Catalog. Let \( C = \{ ds_1, ds_2, \ldots \} \) be the Corpus of Data Sets. The Catalog of the corpus is the list of descriptions \( descr(ds_i) = (fields, metadata) \) (with \( ds_i \in C \)), where fields is a set of pairs denoting a field name and its data type, while metadata is a set of key-value pairs, associating a key meta-data item with its value (often, metadata items are provided by Open Data portals).

Let’s now give the definition of Query.

Definition 6. Query. (From [3]) Given a Data Set Name \( dn \), a set \( P \) of field names (properties) of interest \( P = \{ pn_1, pn_2, \ldots \} \) and a selection condition \( sc \) on field values, a query \( q \) is a triple \( q : (dn, P, sc) \).
Notice that a selection condition is a Boolean composition of predicates between fields and their values; predicates can be composed by means of the classical AND, OR and NOT operators, as well as by means of parentheses ( and ), to express complex conditions. Field values are numerical or string constants.

Furthermore, data set names and field (property) names can contain more than one word, possibly separated by blanks, underscores, lines, and so on (for example, “City Name”). For this reason, they are enclosed within characters [ and ].

Finally, field names are also called field-name terms.

**Definition 7. Query Term.** (From [3]) With Query Term (term for simplicity) we denote either a Data Set Name q.\(dn\) or a Field Name Term appearing either in q.\(P\) or in q.\(sc\) or both, as well as a Constant appearing in q.\(sc\).

**Example 2.** As an example, suppose that a labour market analyst may be interested to get information about job offers for a “Software Developer” located in a given city named “My City.” The query may be written as:

\[
q: (dn = \text{Job-Offers}, \ P = \{\text{Company}, \ 	ext{Requirements}, \ 	ext{Contract}\}, \ sc = (\text{City} = \text{My City} \ AND \ 	ext{Profession} = \text{Software Developer})).
\]

Notice that data set name and field names are enclosed within characters [ and ], in order to allow users to specify names with blanks.

**Definition 8. Neighbour Query.** Consider a query q : (dn, \(P\), sc), and its list of terms \(T(q)\). Consider a substitution function \(sf : T(q) \rightarrow T'(q)\), that generates a list \(T'(q)\) of terms (\(|T(q)| = |T'(q)|\)) such that for each pair \(t_i \in T(q)\) and \(t'_i \in T'(q)\) of corresponding terms, it can be either \(t_i = t'_i\) (no substitution) or \(t_i \neq t'_i\) (substitution).

The Neighbour Query \(nq : (dn, \(P\), sc)\) is obtained from q by performing the substitution denoted by \(T(q)\) and \(T'(q)\), that is, \(nq.dn, nq.P\) and \(nq.sc\) are obtained from q.dn, q.P and q.sc (respectively) by replacing each term \(t\) with \(sf(t)\).

The role of the substitution function \(sf\) is thus critical. In our approach, we consider both lexical similarity (based on the Jaro-Winkler similarity measure [32]) and semantic similarity (based on the WordNet dictionary [33]). Details are reported in Reference [3].

**Example 3.** Consider again the query \(q\) in Example 2. In the corpus C, there may not exist a data set with name \text{Job-Offers}, as well as the desired job vacancies may be in a different data set named \text{Jobs}. So, the data items of interest may be retrieved by a slightly different query, that is,

\[
nq_1 : (dn = \text{Jobs}, \ P = \{\text{Company}, \ 	ext{Requirements}, \ 	ext{Contract}\}, \ sc = (\text{City} = \text{My City} \ AND \ 	ext{Profession} = \text{Software Developer})).
\]

The query \(nq_1\) is obtained by rewriting query \(q\): the data set name q.dn = \text{Job-Offers} is replaced by \text{Jobs}. As the reader may notice, the rewritten query contains \(nq_1.dn = \text{Jobs}\).

Another possible rewritten query may be obtained by replacing the property \text{City} with \text{Job-Location}. In this case, we obtain the following rewritten query \(nq_2\):

\[
nq_2 : (dn = \text{Job-Offers}, \ P = \{\text{Company}, \ 	ext{Requirements}, \ 	ext{Contract}\}, \ sc = ([\text{Job-Location}] = \text{My City} \ AND \ \text{Profession} = \text{Software Developer})).
\]

Furthermore, another rewritten query \(nq_3\) may be obtained by substituting two terms.

\[
nq_3 : (dn = \text{Jobs},
\]

\[\text{Company}, \ 	ext{Requirements}, \ 	ext{Contract}\], \ sc = ([\text{Job-Location}] = \text{My City} \ AND \ 	ext{Profession} = \text{Software Developer})).
\]
\[ P = \{ [\text{Company}], [\text{Requirements}], [\text{Contract}] \}, \]
\[ sc = ( [\text{Job-Location}]=\text{“My City”} \text{ AND } [\text{Profession}]=\text{“Software Developer”} ) \]

Query \( nq_3 \) searches for a data set named [Jobs] and selects the items that contain the [Job-Location] field with value “My City”.

Queries \( nq_1, nq_2 \) and \( nq_3 \) constitute the neighbourhood of \( q \); for this reason, they are called Neighbour Queries.

We can now formulate the problem that the Hammer framework has to solve.

**Problem 1.** Given a corpus \( C \) of data sets, the execution of a query \( q \) returns the result set \( RS = \{ d_1, d_2, \ldots \} \), that contains the data items \( d_i \) retrieved in the data sets \( ds_j \in C \) (\( d_i \in \text{Instance}(ds_j) \)) such that \( d_i \) satisfies the query \( q \) or a neighbour query \( nq \) obtained by rewriting the query \( q \).

### 4.2. Hammer, the Blind Querying Framework

Hammer is the framework developed for blind querying Open Data portals, fully explained in [25] and briefly summarized in this section.

The Hammer framework consists of two main components: the Indexer (Section 4.2.1) and the Query Engine (Section 4.2.2). Figure 2 depicts the application scenario.

**Figure 2.** Original retrieval approach implemented within the former Hammer framework.

#### 4.2.1. Indexer

The Hammer framework was designed to query data sets published on an Open Data portal. The first requirement was to obtain descriptions concerning the data sets without downloading their (possibly huge) instances; in this way, the download of the data set instances is delayed to query time.

Thus, the Indexer (see Figure 2), performs several activities described in the following.

- **Crawling.** the Indexer crawls the Open Data portal, in order to gather the list of published data sets, and for each of them its schema and auxiliary meta-data are extracted.
- The data set descriptions are stored into the catalog of the corpus; among several choices, we employed MongoDB to store the catalog, for the sake of flexibility.
- **Indexing.** The schema and the meta-data of the gathered data sets are indexed by means of an Inverted Index, a key-value data structure where the key is a term appearing in the data set descriptor (typically, the data set name and the field names), while the value is a list of data set identifiers (see Definition 4) that are associated with the term. Again, for the sake of flexibility, we adopted MongoDB to store the inverted index too.

The Indexer pre-processes data sets published by the Open Data portal, in order to enable the blind querying process.
4.2.2. Query Engine

The user wishing to query the corpus submits a query \( q \) to the Query Engine (see Figure 2) to retrieve the relevant items. Here, we summarize how the query is evaluated.

- Step 1: Term Extraction and Retrieval of Alternative Terms. The set \( T(q) \) of terms is extracted from within \( q.dn, q.P \) and \( q.sc \). Then, for each term \( t \in T(q) \), the set \( Alt(t) \) of similar terms is built. A term \( t' \in Alt(t) \) if \( t' \) is present in the catalog and either if it is lexicographically similar (based on the Jaro-Winkler similarity measure) or semantically similar (synonym) based on WordNet dictionary, or a combination of both.

- Step 2: Neighbour Queries. For each term \( t \in T(q) \), the alternative terms \( Alt(t) \) are used to compute, from the original query \( q \), the Neighbour Queries (see Definition 8) The set \( Q = \{ qp_1, qp_2, \ldots \} \) of queries to process contains both \( q \) and the derived neighbour queries.

- Step 3: VSM Data Set Retrieval. For each query \( qp \in Q \), the set of terms \( T(qp) \) is used to retrieve the data sets, represented by means of the Vector Space Model [34]. The cosine similarity is computed as relevance measure of a data set with respect to terms in the query \( qp \); the relevance measure is denoted as \( krm(ds, qp) \in [0,1] \); only data sets with \( krm(ds, qp) \geq th\_krm \) (where \( th\_krm \) is a pre-defined minimum threshold) are selected for next steps. The Inverted Index (Figure 2) is essential to efficiently select data sets by computing \( krm(ds, qp) \). The set of extracted data sets is denoted as \( DS \).

To sum up, this step extracts the data sets that own the largest number of terms in common with the query, because the greater the number of the common terms, the higher the relevance of the data set with respect to the query.

- Step 4: Schema Fitting. In this step, a comparison between the set of field names in each query \( qp \in Q \) and the schema of each selected data set in \( DS \) is performed, in order to compute the Schema Fitting Degree \( sfd(ds, qp) \in [0,1] \) (see [3] for its definition): the data set whose schema better fits the list \( T(qp) \) of terms in query \( qp \) is the most relevant (higher \( sfd(ds, qp) \)) with respect to the other data sets; for example, if some field appearing in the selection condition is missing in the data set, the query cannot be executed.

The overall relevance measure \( rm(ds, qp) \) of a data set \( ds \) with respect to a query \( qp \) is obtained as a linear combination of the keyword relevance measure \( krm(ds, qp) \) and the schema fitting degree \( sfd(ds, qp) \):

\[
rm(ds, qp) = \alpha \times krm(ds, qp) + (1 - \alpha) \times sfd(ds, qp)
\]  

\( 1 \)

This step returns the set of result data sets \( RDS \): a data set \( ds \in RDS \) if its global relevance measure is greater than or equal to a minimum threshold \( th\_rm \), that is, \( rm(ds, qp) \geq th\_rm \) for at least one query \( qp \in Q \).

- Step 5: Instance Filtering. The Query Engine retrieves and downloads the instances of the data sets returned by Step 4 (see Figure 2) in \( RDS \). The queries \( qp \in Q \) are evaluated on the downloaded instances, in order to find out those data items that satisfy at least one query \( qp \). These data items constitute the result set \( RS \) produced by the Query Engine and provided to the user (see Problem 1).

To run the query process, three minimum thresholds must be set: the first one is the minimum string similarity threshold \( th\_sim \in [0,1] \), which is used in Step 1 to select only terms lexicographically very similar to original terms; the minimum threshold \( th\_krm \in [0,1] \) for cosine similarity of data sets with respect to queries in \( Q \); the minimum relevance threshold \( th\_rm \in [0,1] \) for data sets. Furthermore, the \( \alpha \) factor in Equation (1) must be set too.
5. Blind Querying on NoSQL Databases for JSON Documents

In this section, we present the HammerJDB framework: it is the evolution of the Hammer framework (shortly presented in Section 4), towards blind querying NoSQL databases of JSON documents (see Section 3). This is the novel contribution of the paper.

Figure 3 depicts the scenario, where the two components that constitute the HammerJDB framework are reported. In the following, we first introduce some new concepts; then, we discuss both the Indexer and the Query engine of the HammerJDB framework.

5.1. Novel Concepts

In Section 3, we introduced the basic concepts concerning JSON and NoSQL databases for JSON documents. Now, we need to define fields and documents.

Definition 9. Field Descriptor. Given a JSON document $d$ and a Field $f$ (in $d$) denoted by its Path $p$ (see Definition 1), the Field Descriptor $f_d$ is a triple including the path $p$, the field name $n$ and the (data) type $t$.

Specifically, we consider the following (data) types $t =$ “string” (for string-valued fields), $t =$ “number” (for numerical fields) and $t =$ “document” (for nested documents).

The notion of field descriptor is necessary to define the concept of Document Schema.

Definition 10. Document Schema. Given a JSON document $d$, its Schema is defined as

$$\text{Schema}(d) = \{ f_{d_1}, \ldots \}$$

where descriptors $f_{d_i}$ describe all and only all elementary fields (with type $t =$ “string” or $t =$ “number”).

By relying on the previous definitions, we can handle the heterogeneity that characterizes collections within the database (see Section 3.2). In fact, Definition 4, designed for Open Data sets, is no longer suitable. We provide a new interpretation of the concept of Data Set.

Definition 11. JSON Data Set and Corpus. A JSON Data Set $jds$ is a set of homogeneous JSON documents, that is, having the same schema, stored within the same database collection. A JSON data set is described by a tuple

$$jds : (ds_id, \text{collection\_name}, \text{schema})$$

where $ds_id$ is a unique identifier, $\text{collection\_name}$ is the name of the collection (not unique) which the JSON data set is extracted from; $\text{schema}$ is the structure representation of documents in the JSON data set (as defined by Definition 10).

The instance of the JSON data set, denoted as $\text{Instance}(jds)$, is the set of homogeneous documents aggregated within the JSON data set.

The set of JSON data sets extracted from collections in the database is denoted as $JC$, that is the Corpus of JSON data sets.
Listing 4. JSON data sets from the SouthernCountriesAds collection (reported in Listing 2).

JSON Data Set

\[
\langle ds_{id} = 1, \\
collection_name = "SouthernCountriesAds", \\
schema = \{ \langle \text{"ID"}, \text{"ID"}, \text{"number"} \rangle, \\
\langle \text{"Offer"}, \text{"Title"}, \text{"Title"}, \text{"String"} \rangle, \\
\langle \text{"Offer"}, \text{"Description"}, \text{"Description"}, \text{"String"} \rangle, \\
\langle \text{"Offer"}, \text{"Country"}, \text{"Country"}, \text{"String"} \rangle, \\
\langle \text{"Offer"}, \text{"Salary"}, \text{"Salary"}, \text{"String"} \rangle, \\
\langle \text{"Publish date"}, \text{"Publish Date"}, \text{"String"} \rangle \}\rangle
\]

Instance

\{
\text{"ID"}: 1, \\
\text{"Offer"}: \{ \\
\text{"Title"}: \text{"Finance Manager"}, \\
\text{"Description"}: \text{"Department’s finances"}, \\
\text{"Country"}: \text{"IT"}, \\
\text{"Salary"}: \text{"To be defined"}, \\
\text{"Publish date"}: \text{"03/09/2018"} \}
\}

JSON Data Set

\[
\langle ds_{id} = 2, \\
collection_name = "SouthernCountriesAds", \\
schema = \{ \langle \text{"ID"}, \text{"ID"}, \text{"number"} \rangle, \\
\langle \text{"Profession"}, \text{"Profession"}, \text{"String"} \rangle, \\
\langle \text{"Profile"}, \text{"Profile"}, \text{"String"} \rangle, \\
\langle \text{"Place"}, \text{"Location"}, \text{"Location"}, \text{"String"} \rangle, \\
\langle \text{"Place"}, \text{"Country"}, \text{"Country"}, \text{"String"} \rangle, \\
\langle \text{"Release date"}, \text{"Release Date"}, \text{"String"} \rangle \}\rangle
\]

Instance

\{
\text{"ID"}: 2, \\
\text{"Profession"}: \text{"International Export/Sales Manager"}, \\
\text{"Profile"}: \text{"An International Export / Sales Manager"}, \\
\text{"Place"}: \{ \\
\text{"Location"}: \text{"Valencia"}, \\
\text{"Country"}: \text{"Spain"} \}, \\
\text{"Release date"}: \text{"13/09/2018"} 
\}

\{
\text{"ID"}: 3, \\
\text{"Profession"}: \text{"Solution Services Marketing Manager"}, \\
\text{"Profile"}: \text{"8--10 years of experience in Marketing."}, \\
\text{"Place"}: \{ \\
\text{"Location"}: \text{"Barcelona"}, \\
\text{"Country"}: \text{"Spain"} \}, \\
\text{"Release date"}: \text{"17/09/2018"} 
\}
Listing 5. JSON data sets from the NorthernCountriesAds collection (reported in Listing 3).

```json
JSON Data Set

\(<ds_id\> = 3
, collection_name = "NorthernCountriesAds",
, schema = { [ [ [ "area\_id" ] , "ID" ] , [ "ID" , "number" ] ],
  [ [ [ "job\_title\_id" ] , "Job Title" ] , [ "Job Title" , "String" ] ] ,
  [ [ [ "city\_id" ] , "City" ] , [ "City" , "String" ] ] ,

Instance

{ "ID": 1,
  "Job Title": "Junior project controller",
  "Area": { "City": "Berlin",
    "Country": "DE" },
  "Offer": { "Contract": "Permanent",
    "Working Hours": "Full Time"},
  "Release date": "19/09/2018" }

JSON Data Set

\(<ds_id\> = 4
, collection_name = "NorthernCountriesAds",
, schema = { [ [ [ "offer\_id" ] , "ID" ] , [ "ID" , "number" ] ],
  [ [ [ "job\_title\_id" ] , "Job Title" ] , [ "Job Title" , "String" ] ] ,
  [ [ [ "place\_id" ] , "Place" ] , [ "Place" , "String" ] ] ,

Instance

{ "ID": 2,
  "Offer": { "Job Title": "Supplier Engineer",
    "Place": { "City": "Berlin",
      "Country": "DE" } },
  "Release date": "17/09/2018" }

Example 4. Consider the sample SouthernCountriesAds collection reported in Listing 2. The three documents denote two distinct JSON data sets, because the second and third documents have the same structure. Listing 4 reports these two JSON data sets—for each of them, both their description and a toy instance are reported.

The same happens for the NorthernCountriesAds collection, reported in Listing 3—it contains two documents with different schema, consequently, they constitute two distinct JSON data sets, as reported in Listing 5.

In both Listings 4 and 5, notice that the features schema are sets of field descriptors (triples), where the first feature is the field path, the second feature is the field name and the third feature is the field (data) type, as in Definition 9.
**Definition 12. JSON Query.** A JSON Query $jq : \langle jds\_id, P, sc \rangle$ is a Query to be processed on the JSON data set in JC identified by the $jq.jds\_id$ field; the $q.P$ field is a list of field paths denoting fields that documents in the result set must have; $q.sc$ is a selection condition on documents, where predicates refer to fields by means of field paths.

**Example 5.** Suppose we want to query the JSON data set with id 2 reported in Listing 4. A JSON query for this purpose may be

\[
jq : \langle jds\_id = 2, P = \{|.\"ID\|, |.\"Profession\|, |.\"Place\|\."Location\|\}, sc = (|.\"Place\|.\"Location\|\="Valencia\" AND |.\"Place\|.\"Country\|\="Spain\")\rangle.
\]

where the query specifies that the documents of interest will be extracted from within the JSON data set with value 2 as identifier. The selection condition searches for documents describing ads for jobs in Valencia (Spain); the properties of interest are “ID”, “Profession” and “Location”.

Based on the instance reported in Listing 4, the result set of the query contains the document having value 2 for the “ID” field. Notice that documents are not transformed; in fact, the list $P$ of properties of interest contained in the queries denotes those properties (fields) that documents must have (it is not a projection).

The rationale behind Definition 12 is simple: the user formulates a blind query $q$, without specifying any path, only hypothetical field names. However, the framework has to retrieve JSON documents: the query engine will rewrite the blind query $q$ into a pool of JSON queries $jq_i$, able to match the structure of the JSON documents as stated by the novel formulation of the problem.

**Problem 2.** Given a Corpus JC of JSON data sets (as by Definition 11) and a Blind Query $q$, its evaluation will return the Result Set $RS = \{d_1, d_2, \ldots\}$, that contains the JSON documents $d_i$ retrieved in the JSON data sets $jds_j \in JC (d_i \in Instance(jds_j))$ such that $d_i$ satisfies a JSON query $jq$ obtained by rewriting the blind query $q$.

**Example 6.** Suppose the user is interested in job offers in Valencia (Spain). The blind query submitted to the Query Engine may be

\[
q : \langle dn = \{Ads\}, P = \{|ID\|, |Profession\|, |Location\|\}, s = (|Location\|\="Valencia\" AND |Country\|\="Spain\")\rangle.
\]

Based on this blind query, the Query Engine has to generate a pool of JSON queries, such that each JSON query fully specifies a query on a specific JSON data set, matching the real document structure. For example, the blind query $q$ may be rewritten into the JSON query $jq$ presented in Example 5; query $jq$ fully specifies the id of the JSON data set to query, as well as paths of fields to consider.

![Figure 3. Retrieval approach on top of JSON Document Stores implemented in the HamerJDB framework.](image-url)
5.2. Indexer

In the scenario of NoSQL databases for JSON documents depicted in Figure 3, the Indexer is responsible for pre-processing the source data. However, it now operates on collections of JSON documents stored in the Source Database. We now illustrate the activities performed by the Indexer, by referring to Figure 3.

- **Task 1: Database Scanning.** First of all, as illustrated in Figure 3, the Source Database is scanned, in order to find out all the collections stored in it.

- **Task 2: Schema Extraction and Identification of JSON Data Sets.** Each collection in the Source Database is fully read; for each document, its schema is extracted, in order to identify the JSON data set which the document belongs to.

The output of this task is the Partitioned Database (see Figure 3): the original collections in the Source Database are partitioned; in the Partitioned Database, we have one collection for each single JSON data set identified in the Source Database. This design choice is motivated by the need for efficiently evaluating JSON queries on JSON data sets (to select documents).

- **Task 3: Catalog Construction.** The JSON data sets identified in the previous task and their schemas are described in the Catalog (see Figure 3), so that the Query Engine can exploit it to drive the query process.

- **Task 4: Indexing.** The catalog is used to generate the Inverted Index (see Figure 3). Specifically, keys in the inverted index are names of collections and names of leaf fields (we do not consider field paths, because they cannot be expressed in the blind query $q$).

In Figure 3, for the sake of clarity we depicted four different databases. Of course, they could be fused in one single database. The HammerJDB framework is implemented on top of MongoDB; specifically, we adopted an intermediate solution, as far as the number of databases is concerned, that is, Partitioned Database, Catalog and Inverted Index are stored in the same MongoDB database, while the Source Database is not altered, to maintain separation between source data and service data.

Tasks 1, 2 and 3 are performed by the Partition_Collection procedure described in Algorithm 1. The procedure scans a given collection, identifies the JSON data sets within it and partitions the collection, that is, it generates as many collections in the Partitioned Database as the identified JSON data sets (one collection for each JSON data set) and copies the documents from the source collection to the proper (collection representing the corresponding) JSON data set. In the following, we describe the procedure in details.

- The procedure receives, as input parameter, a string denoting the name of the collection to scan.

- At lines 1 and 2, the $JDS$ variable is defined and initialized to the empty set; its role is to collect the full set of JSON data sets identified by the procedure.

- The For Each loop at lines 3 to 20 reads each single document $d$ from the collection. On this document, many tasks are performed.
  - At line 4, the ExtractSchema function is called, to get a set of descriptors constituting the schema of the document. This function is reported in Algorithm 2.
  - The nested For Each loop at lines 6 to 11 checks for a JSON data set already present in set $JDS$ having the same schema as document $d$. If there exists such a JSON data set (line 6), the found variable is set to true (line 8) and the target_jds variable is assigned with the descriptor of this JSON data set (line 9).
  - If there not exists a previous JSON data set in $JDS$ having the same schema as document $d$ (line 12), a new JSON data set must be created. In details: a new identifier is generated (line 13), that is used to generate the name of the database collection (to create in the Partitioned Database) to store documents belonging to this JSON data set (line 14); the new collection is created (line 15) and the descriptor of this new JSON data set is assigned to the target_jds variable (line 16) to be added to the $JDS$ set (line 17).
- Document $d$ is copied into the collection storing the documents of the JSON data set which $d$ belongs to (line 19).

- The last task performed by the **Partition_Collection** procedure is to add the descriptors of the JSON data sets so far generated into the **Catalog** database (line 21).

**Algorithm 1:** Procedure **Partition_Collection.**

```
Procedure Partition_Collection(CollectionName: String)
Begin
1. JDS: Set-of( data_set_descriptor )
2. JDS := ∅
3. For Each $d$ ∈ Collection( CollectionName ) Do
4.    ds := ExtractSchema(d, | |)
5.    found := false; target_jds := null
6.    For Each $jds$ ∈ JDS Do
7.        If $| jds.schema \cap ds | = | ds |$ AND $| jds.schema | = | ds |$ Then
8.            found := true
9.            target_jds := $jds$
10.        End If
11.    End For Each
12.    If found = false Then
13.        new_id := GenId()
14.        new_name := CollectionName • new_id
15.        CreateCollection(CollectionName)
16.        target_jds := ⟨new_id, CollectionName, new_name, ds⟩
17.        JDS := JDS ∪ {target_jds}
18.    End If
19.    SaveToCollection($d$, target_jds.name)
20.    End For Each
21.    AddToCatalog(JDS)
End Procedure
```

**Algorithm 2:** Function **ExtractSchema.**

```
Function ExtractSchema(d: document, base: path): Set-of( FieldDescriptor)
Begin
1. S: Set-of( FieldDescriptor)
2. S := ∅
3. For Each $f$ ∈ Fields-of($d$) Do
4.    path := base • $f$.name
5.    If $f$.type = “document” Then
6.        S := S ∪ ExtractSchema( Vale-of($d$, $f$.name), path)
7.    Else
8.        descr := ⟨path, $f$.name, $f$.type⟩
9.        S := S ∪ {descr}
10.    End If
11. End For Each
12. Return S
End Function
```

At line 4, the **Partition_Collection** procedure calls the **Extract_Schema** function, that is reported in Algorithm 2. It is a recursive function that receives two parameters: $d$ is the document which to extract the schema from, while $base$ is the base path to extend with names of the fields in $d$. Line 4 of Algorithm 1 provides the empty path | | as base path. The function returns a set of field descriptors, that represents the schema of the document.
We now describe the function in details.

- At lines 1 and 2, the $S$ variable is defined and initialized to the empty set; its role is to collect fields descriptors.
- The **For Each** loop at lines 3 to 11 scans each (root) field $f$ in document $d$. For each field, it performs several actions.
  - At line 4, the path of the field is generated, by appending the field name $f.name$ to the base path (by means of operator $\bullet$).
  - If the (data) type of the field is “document” (line 5), this means that the value of the field is a nested document: the **Extract_Schema** function is recursively called (at line 6), by providing the value of the field and the new base path.
  - If the type of the field is not “document” (line 7), this means that its descriptor can be inserted into $S$: line 8 generates the descriptor, that is inserted into $S$ at line 9.
- The function terminates by returning the set $S$ of generated descriptors (line 12).

### 5.3. Query Engine

In order to find useful documents in the database, the user submits a blind query $q$ (as in Definition 6) to the **Query Engine**, as illustrated in Figure 3. Based on Problem 2, it has to transform $q$ into a pool of **JSON queries** (see Definition 12), that is, queries that refer to a **JSON data set** identifier and use field paths to refer to fields.

The main steps of the query rewriting process performed by the **Query Engine** are hereafter described.

- **Step 1**: **Generation of Neighbour Queries.** First of all, the blind query $q$ is rewritten on the basis of the meta-data contained in the catalog, in order to obtain the set of queries to process $Q$, i.e., $q$ and neighbour queries, as in **Step 1** of the classical blind query process described in Section 4.2.2.

  In this step, we only exploit lexical and/or semantic similarities of terms in the catalog, in particular of field names, independently of their path (and, consequently, independently of the current, possibly complex, structure of documents).

  In a few words, we rewrite the original blind query $q$ into a pool of partially-blind queries $Q$, that are likely to find some documents. These queries are partially blind, in the sense that they are obtained by considering terms actually present in the catalog, but still do not consider JSON data sets and their actual (possibly complex) structure.

- **Step 2**: **VSM.** Formalized by means of the Vector Space Model approach, each query $qp \in Q$ is used to search the **Inverted Index**. For each query $qp$, we obtain the set $JDS(qp) = \{jds_1, jds_2, \ldots\}$ of JSON data sets that possibly match $qp$. Only the JSON data sets $jds_i \in JC$ having a term relevance measure $krm(jds_i, qp) \geq th.krm$ (where $th.krm$ is the minimum threshold introduced in Section 4.2.2 for term relevance) are considered.

  The idea is that partially-blind queries obtained by rewriting the original blind query $q$ are exploited to find out those JSON data sets that possibly can contain relevant documents.

- **Step 3**: **Schema Fitting and Generation of JSON Queries.** For each query $qp_i \in Q$ and each JSON data set $jds_i \in JD(qp_i)$, the schema fitting degree $sfd(jds_i, qp_i)$ is computed and the overall relevance measure $rm(jds_i, qp_i) = \alpha \times krm(jds_i, qp_i) + (1 - \alpha) \times sfd(jds_i, qp_i)$ is computed. If a JSON data set is such that $rm(jds_i, qp_i) \geq th.rm$ (where $th.rm$ is the minimum threshold for the overall relevance measure, see Section 4.2.2), the new JSON query $jq_{i,j}$ is generated by assigning $jq_{i,j}.id = jds_i.id$, as well as $jq_{i,j}.P$ and $jq_{i,j}.sc$ are obtained, respectively, from $qp_i.P$ and $qp_i.sc$ by replacing all field names with the corresponding field path (in case of a field name corresponding to multiple fields, the comparison predicate is replaced by a disjunction of predicates, one for each alternative field path). The final set $JQ = \bigcup\{jq_{i,j}\}$ of JSON queries is obtained.
In this step, we perform a second rewriting process—partially-blind queries in \( Q \) are rewritten into a set of exact queries, that perfectly match the JSON data sets to query. This way, the next step can actually retrieve the JSON documents.

- **Step4: Execution of JSON Queries.** Each JSON query \( jq_k \in JQ \) is executed. The result set \( RS(jq_k) = \{d_1, d_2, \ldots \} \) of JSON documents that satisfy the query is obtained. The final result set \( RS = \bigcup_k RS(jq_k) \) is generated, as the result set of the original blind query \( q \) (as asked by Problem 2).

The main novelty introduced in this paper, compared to our previous paper for blind querying of corpora of Open Data [3], is the second rewriting step, by means of which the queries in \( Q \) (that are still partially blind) are adapted to the actual structure of JSON data sets. This second rewriting step actually enables us to apply the technique for blind querying to NoSQL databases of JSON documents.

**Listing 6. Complete example.**

**Blind Query**

\[
q: (dn=[Ads], \\
P = \{[ID], [Profession], [City]\}, \\
sc = ([City]="Valencia" AND [Country]="Spain")
\]

**Queries to Process**

\[
qp_1: (dn=[Ads], \\
P = \{[ID], [Profession], [City]\}, \\
sc = ([City]="Valencia" AND [Country]="Spain")
\]

\[
qp_2: (dn=[Ads], \\
P = \{[ID], [Job Title], [City]\}, \\
sc = ([City]="Valencia" AND [Country]="Spain")
\]

\[
qp_3: (dn=[Ads], \\
P = \{[ID], [Profession], [Location]\}, \\
sc = ([Location]="Valencia" AND [Country]="Spain")
\]

**Selected JSON Data Sets**

\[
JD(qp_2) = \emptyset, JD(qp_2) = \{3, 4\}, JD(qp_3) = \{2\}
\]

**JSON Queries**

\[
jq_1: (jds_id = 3, \\
P = \{\{ID\}', \{"Offer"\}', \{"Place"\}'\}, \\
sc = \{\"Offer\", \"Place\"\}
\]

\[
jq_2: (jds_id = 4, \\
P = \{\{ID\}', \{"Offer"\}'\}, \\
sc = \{\"Offer\", \"Place\"\}
\]

\[
jq_3: (jds_id = 2, \\
P = \{\{ID\}', \{"Offer"\}'\}, \\
sc = \{\"Offer\", \"Place\"\}
\]

**Example 7.** To illustrate the overall query process, consider Listing 6. Suppose the user wishes to find job ads related to the city of Valencia (Spain); he/she submits a blind query (denoted as \( q \)) in which the selection condition should select the documents having value "Valencia" for the [City] field and value "Spain" for the [Country] field; the properties (fields) of interest are [ID], [Profession] and [City].

Based on semantic similarity, the set of Queries to Process \( Q \) is generated. It contains three queries: \( qp_1 \) coincides with the blind query \( q \); \( qp_2 \) is derived from \( q \) by replacing the [Profession] field with [Job Title]; query \( qp_3 \) is derived from \( q \) by replacing the [City] field with [Location].

Each query is evaluated by means of the Vector Space Model to retrieve possibly relevant JSON data sets; we refer to our sample database containing collections SouthernCountriesAds (Listing 2) and
NorthernCountriesAds (Listing 3), as well as we refer to the JSON data sets reported in Listings 4 and 5. Notice that query qp₁ does not retrieve any data set; query qp₂ retrieves the data sets 3 and 4 (Listing 5), while query qp₃ retrieves the data set 2 (Listing 4).

Consequently, three JSON queries are derived, as reported in Listing 6 and evaluated on the JSON data sets. Only query jq₃ retrieves some documents, that is, the two documents appearing in the JSON data set 2 (reported at the bottom of Listing 4).

6. Benchmark and Experiments

In this section, we first detail the real-life application context related to the analysis of data gathered from online job portals, that has inspired the examples reported in the paper; from these data sets, we built the data set used to test our approach. Then, we show and describe the results obtained from our experiments.

6.1. Application Context and Data Sets

Online job portals are Web sites that collect and publish job offers (called Online Job Vacancies or OJVs). There are several categories of portals:

- Online job portals of Public Employment Services;
- Private online job portals operated either by national actors or by international consortia (e.g., Axel Springer Media);
- Aggregators gathering advertisements from other job portals and re-posting them on their own Web site (e.g., Jobrapido, Adzuna);
- Employment and recruiting agencies (e.g., Adecco, Randstad and Manpower);
- Newspapers maintaining their own online portals for job advertisements (e.g., Guardian Jobs);
- Online portals for classified ads, that is, small advertisements in categories such as “for sale”，“services”，“jobs” (e.g., Ebay and Subito).

In academic research, online job portals may provide researchers with precious information to study the labour market in real time [1]. However, gathering and analyzing information from the Web is difficult for various reasons. First of all, different sources provide data with different formats. Second, inconsistencies concerning OJVs easily occur, such as duplication of the same OJV on different portals, with different duration and so on. Consequently, representing OJVs as JSON documents and collecting them in a NoSQL database for JSON documents provides the necessary flexibility to manage them in an effective way.

Tabulaex [35], a labour market analytics company, collects data concerning job offers from thousands of Web-pages and many APIs. Its NoSQL database contains about 170 million job offers, gathered and cleaned from several European Web sites. Tabulex estimated the effort to gather and harmonize the structure of JSON documents into a unique and common structure by continuously following the changes that may appear in the monitored portals and APIs: only to maintain data gathering and harmonization from 13 sources, 6 man days per month of highly skilled people are necessary. These considerations inspired our work: harmonization of data could be avoided, if a tool for blind querying heterogeneous JSON documents were available.

In order to build the data set used for our tests, three subsets of raw data referring to different sources have been used for our experiments: the first is from a German Employment agency, the second from a Spanish Public Employment Service and the third refers to data gathered by an international job search engine. Only documents in English language have been considered.

- The German data set is composed by 1000 documents sampled from the data scraped from an Employment agency. This job offers are stored within the test database in a collection named “Jobs”.
- The second data set contains ads from the Spanish Public Employment Service. It contains 1000 documents. It is stored within the test database in the collection named “Spanish-jobs”.

The data set from the international job search engine contains only job ads related to the Italian labour market. In the test database, the sample 1000 documents are stored in the collection named “Job-offers”.

In practice, the test database is managed by *MongoDB*; within it, we have three collections, named “Jobs”, “Spanish-jobs” and “Job-offers”, each one collecting 1000 JSON documents, for a total of 3000 documents describing JOVs with various formats. In this respect, to test the capability of our technique to seamlessly deal with different document structures, we inserted documents with four different structures into each single collection (specifically, four groups of 250 documents), by randomly partitioning each set of 1000 selected documents, so that documents in each group of 250 documents are restructured in the same way, by introducing nested structures as well.

### 6.2. Experiments

In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the approach, we performed several experiments on the test database previously described.

The experiments involved eight different queries, designed (see Listing 7) to stress the capability of the approach as detailed in the following:

**Listing 7. Queries for the Experimental Evaluation.**

\[
q_1: \langle \text{dn} = \{\text{jobs}\}, \\
    P = \{[\text{title}], [\text{place}]\}, \\
    sc = ([\text{lang}] = “it” \text{ AND } [\text{publishdate}] \geq “2018-01-01”) \rangle
\]

\[
q_2: \langle \text{dn} = \{\text{jobs}\}, \\
    P = \{[\text{title}], [\text{place}], [\text{country}]\}, \\
    sc = ([\text{description}] = “Java” \text{ OR } [\text{title}] = “Java”) \rangle
\]

\[
q_3: \langle \text{dn} = \{\text{vacancies}\}, \\
    P = \{[\text{title}], [\text{description}], [\text{place}], [\text{country}]\}, \\
    sc = ([\text{place}] = “Madrid” \text{ OR } [\text{place}] = “Bilbao”) \rangle
\]

\[
q_4: \langle \text{dn} = \{\text{jobs}\}, \\
    P = \{[\text{title}], [\text{description}], [\text{place}], [\text{country}]\}, \\
    sc = ([\text{contract}] = “Permanent” \text{ AND } [\text{place}] = “Milan”) \rangle
\]

\[
q_5: \langle \text{dn} = \{\text{jobs}\}, \\
    P = \{[\text{title}], [\text{description}], [\text{place}], [\text{country}]\}, \\
    sc = ([\text{title}] = “SAP Finance Expert” \text{ AND } [\text{country}] = “DE”) \rangle
\]

\[
q_6: \langle \text{dn} = \{\text{joboffers}\}, \\
    P = \{[\text{title}], [\text{description}], [\text{skills}], [\text{country}]\}, \\
    sc = ([\text{description}] = “Oracle” \text{ OR } [\text{skills}] = “Oracle”) \rangle
\]

\[
q_7: \langle \text{dn} = \{\text{jobS}\}, \\
    P = \{[\text{title}], [\text{description}], [\text{contract}], [\text{place}], [\text{company}]\}, \\
    sc = ([\text{title}] = “Fertigungsplaner” \text{ OR } [\text{title}] = “Production Planner” \text{ OR } [\text{title}] = “Pianificatore della produzione” \text{ OR } [\text{title}] = “Planificador de Producción”) \rangle
\]

\[
q_8: \langle \text{dn} = \{\text{job-offer}\}, \\
    P = \{[\text{title}], [\text{description}], [\text{industry}], [\text{place}], [\text{company}]\}, \\
    sc = ([\text{place}] = “Berlin” \text{ OR } [\text{industry}] = “IT”) \rangle
\]
• Query $q_1$ looks for job offers that are written in Italian, posted in the year 2018. We are interested in the properties named [title] and [place] (i.e., job location). Notice that the date is written as “2018-01-01”, to check and stress the search of similar terms.

• Query $q_2$ looks for job offers concerning Java developers. In particular, we are interested in job titles containing the term Java, as well as the job location. In fact, our goal (as analysts) may be to build a map with the distribution of vacancies and check the mismatching problem between supply and demand of Java developers. Notice the field named [description], that is not present in any data set stored in the database; we chose it because we wanted to specify a very generic field name.

• In query $q_3$ we look for job vacancies in Madrid and Bilbao.

• Query $q_4$ looks for data about Permanent position in Milan, in order to evaluate the type of contracts in the Italian labour market.

• In query $q_5$, we look for job offers in Germany, concerning experts in SAP Finance.

• Query $q_6$ is designed to obtain all job vacancies that contain the skill Oracle (related to Oracle Database or other Oracle products). Notice that, also in this case we use the [description] field name in the selection conditions, to stress our framework.

• To check the capability of our approach to scale over the corpus of the data, query $q_7$ looks for data about “Production Planner” in different languages on the same field ([title]).

• Finally, we wanted to specify another very generic field name, that is, [company]. In query $q_8$, we look for jobs posting in the IT industry sector in “Berlin”, in order to evaluate job offers in the ICT sector in the city of Berlin.

To perform the evaluation, we manually created a golden benchmark by analyzing and labeling every JSON object as relevant or not relevant with respect to each query (Tabulaex performs Machine Learning and AI models to categorize each job vacancy. Every result was evaluated in refers also to the labeled data provided by Tabulaex (see Reference [36])).

6.2.1. Sensitivity Analysis

We performed four tests to evaluate the effects of varying the thresholds introduced in Section 4.2. Hereafter, we recall the parameters and report the values we set.

• $th_{sim}$: it is the minimum threshold for the lexical similarity, we chose two distinct values, i.e., 0.8 and 0.9.

• $th_{krm}$: it is the minimum threshold for the Term-based Relevance Measure; we considered two different values, that is, 0.2 and 0.3.

• $th_{rm}$: it is the minimum threshold for the global relevance of data sets; we considered two different values, that is, 0.2 and 0.3.

We defined 4 configurations: these parameters derive from our previous researches about blind queries on Open Data Portals. We observed and reported the configurations that gave the best performance in terms of recall and precision scores. It is worth noticing that our main goal is to maximize the recall during the selection of JSON data sets and maximize the precision during the filtering of documents.

• For Test1, $th_{sim} = 0.9$, $th_{krm} = 0.3$ and $th_{rm} = 0.3$;

• For Test2, $th_{sim} = 0.9$, $th_{krm} = 0.2$ and $th_{rm} = 0.2$;

• For Test3, $th_{sim} = 0.8$, $th_{krm} = 0.3$ and $th_{rm} = 0.3$;

• For Test4, $th_{sim} = 0.8$, $th_{krm} = 0.2$ and $th_{rm} = 0.2$;

Note that the thresholds we used for defining the configurations are independent of the specific application domain. In fact, we used exactly the thresholds that in our previous works on Hammer [3,25] where considered to study the effectiveness of blind querying open data portals.
In Table 1, we report the precision as far as the retrieval of JSON data sets is concerned, before the JSON documents are selected by evaluating the selection conditions. We do not report recall, because we obtained always a value of 100%; this means that the desired JSON data sets are always retrieved; therefore, precision becomes the key metric to be studied. In particular, we notice that in the case of queries $q_1$, $q_3$ and $q_4$, the reduction of the values for $th_{krn}$ and $th_{rm}$ ($Test_2$ ad $Test_4$), affects the performance, meaning that the model retrieves all the data sets and many more. Both recall and precision are insensitive to the variation of the $th_{sim}$ parameter. We expected this behaviour, because neighbour queries are obtained by means of semantic similarity in this data set (while $th_{sim}$ is the minimum threshold for lexical similarity).

Let us consider now the retrieval of single JSON documents (job offers). Table 2 reports both recall and precision.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Sensitivity Analysis for JSON Data Sets</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Precision (%) for JSON Data Sets</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Query</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$q_1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$q_2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$q_3$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$q_4$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$q_5$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$q_6$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$q_7$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$q_8$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2. Sensitivity Analysis for Documents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Recall (%) for Documents</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Query</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$q_1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$q_2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$q_3$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$q_4$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$q_5$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$q_6$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$q_7$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$q_8$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| **Precision (%) for Documents**              |
| Query  | $Test_1$ | $Test_2$ | $Test_3$ | $Test_4$ |
| $q_1$  | 100.00   | 100.00   | 100.00   | 100.00   |
| $q_2$  | 100.00   | 100.00   | 100.00   | 100.00   |
| $q_3$  | n.c.     | n.c.     | 100.00   | 100.00   |
| $q_4$  | n.c.     | n.c.     | 70.37    | 70.37    |
| $q_5$  | 100.00   | 100.00   | 100.00   | 100.00   |
| $q_6$  | n.c.     | 27.78    | 27.78    | 27.78    |
| $q_7$  | n.c.     | 100.00   | 100.00   | 100.00   |
| $q_8$  | 4.44     | 4.44     | 4.55     | 4.55     |

Note that most of the queries retrieve exactly the desired documents and nothing more. This is not true for query $q_4$. In particular, query $q_4$ retrieves some documents that are not related to the original query: this is because the query is formulated with the [contract] field; however, many documents do not have such a field, while contract information are (improperly) hidden within fields named [Working Hours]. In this case, it is difficult to disambiguate the two fields with a small collection of documents, as in our case.
Looking at the precision for query $q_3$, we notice that for Test3 and Test4 the thresholds $th\_sim$ set to 0.8 determines a precision of 100%, while increasing it to 0.9 causes the reduction of the search space, obtaining no documents in the result set (i.e., mean that zero documents are retrieved). Apparently, this could mean that increasing the minimum threshold for lexical similarity, the JSON data set containing the desired document is no longer retrieved. However, precision for JSON data sets is always 100%; thus, the JSON data containing the desired documents set is retrieved, but the blind query is not rewritten into the neighbour query that selects the proper field; consequently, the proper JSON query is not obtained and the desired documents are not retrieved.

From our experiments, we can conclude that our model behaves better with the Test3 configuration, that is, with $th\_sim = 0.8$, $th\_krm = 0.3$ and $th\_rm = 0.3$. With $th\_krm = 0.2$, the VSM retrieval becomes too greedy and retrieves JSON data sets that are far away from the query.

The sensitivity to $th\_sim$ is limited by the fact that in $Q$ (the set of queries to process) we keep only the 10 best neighbour queries with terms that are more similar to the alternative terms (synonyms): but a small increment of $th\_sim$ cause zero returned results; so it appears that it is better to set $th\_sim$ less or equal to 0.8. To better understand how $th\_sim$ influences the behaviour, we investigated the relation between $th\_sim$ and precision with a grid search experiment based on Test3, that is, with $th\_krm = 0.3$ and $th\_rm = 0.3$, and $th\_sim$ is a sequence of numbers from 0.5 to 1.

Figure 4 shows the sensitivity of the precision with respect to the $th\_sim$ threshold. In particular, the precision increases when $th\_sim$ increases up to 0.85, after this point, precision dramatically decreases. This behaviour confirms what we said before; when $th\_sim$ becomes too high, the neighbour queries referring to field containing the desired values are no longer generated, so JSON queries that could select the desired documents are no longer generated too.

![Figure 4. Sensitivity of precision w.r.t. threshold $th\_sim$.](image)

### 6.2.2. Comparison

The evaluation is compared with a suitable baseline. We identified two possible tools that could provide this baseline: Elasticsearch and Apache Solr.

Elasticsearch ([https://www.elastic.co/](https://www.elastic.co/)) is a search engine based on Apache Lucene. It provides a distributed, multitenant-capable full-text search engine with an HTTP Web interface for schema-free JSON documents. It provides a scalable and near real-time search. Elasticsearch is completed by an analytics and visualization platform called Kibana. Default settings of Elasticsearch are very good; as an effect, it requires a very little configuration effort.

Apache Solr [37], is an open source enterprise search engine, developed on top of Apache Lucene. It is considered one of the best general purpose information retrieval tool currently available. However,
it does not provide document selection, while JammerJDB does. Furthermore (the same holds for ElasticSearch) it is necessary to extract the data from the NoSQL database and upload them to Apache Solr, while HammerJDB directly works on the source JSON document store.

For our experiments, ElasticSearch was deployed on a virtual server with 4 virtual CPUs and 8 GB RAM. We had to change the Java Virtual Machine (JVM) options: specifically, we changed the heap size at 4 GB. Apache Solr was deployed on a similar virtual machine with 4 virtual CPUs and 8 GB RAM. Apache Solr required the installation of Java Runtime Environment (JRE) version 1.8. Both servers were hosted on a private cloud.

Tables 3 and 4 show the results of our comparison—Table 3 reports precision concerning the retrieval of JSON data sets (the recall is not reported, because we always obtained 100%); in Table 4, we reported recall (left side) and precision (right side) concerning document retrieval.

Table 3. Precision comparison of Test3 with the baselines obtained by means of Elasticsearch and Apache Solr (for JSON Data Sets).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Query</th>
<th>Elasticsearch</th>
<th>Apache Solr</th>
<th>Test3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>q1</td>
<td>33.33</td>
<td>33.33</td>
<td>100.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>q2</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>100.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>q3</td>
<td>33.33</td>
<td>33.33</td>
<td>33.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>q4</td>
<td>33.33</td>
<td>33.33</td>
<td>33.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>q5</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>33.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>q6</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>100.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>q7</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>100.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>q8</td>
<td>33.33</td>
<td>33.33</td>
<td>33.33</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. Recall comparison of Test3 with the baselines obtained by means of Elasticsearch and Apache Solr (for Documents).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Query</th>
<th>Elasticsearch</th>
<th>Apache Solr</th>
<th>Test3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>q1</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>100.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>q2</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>100.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>q3</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>91.77</td>
<td>100.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>q4</td>
<td>33.09</td>
<td>90.23</td>
<td>100.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>q5</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>100.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>q6</td>
<td>40.00</td>
<td>80.00</td>
<td>100.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>q7</td>
<td>50.00</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>100.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>q8</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>100.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Concerning the precision and the recall measured on retrieved JSON data sets, we obtain the same performance with Elasticsearch and Apache Solr. HammerJDB performs better on query q1; this means that the settings \( th_{krm} = 0.3 \) and \( th_{rm} = 0.3 \) allows the Query Engine of HammerJDB to better filter the data, by actually selecting the (wished) Italian job-offers and discarding the others.
Referring to recall and precision measured on the retrieved documents, the reader can see that our technique, when working with Test3 configuration, performs generally better, because Schema Fitting narrows the selected JSON data sets, better fitting the query condition with respect to documents structures.

So, we can conclude that \texttt{HammerJDB} can compete with \texttt{Elasticsearch} and \texttt{Apache Solr}, to effectively blind querying NoSQL databases of JSON documents. Not only, it does better, due to the capability of selecting specific documents of interest on the basis of selection conditions expressed in blind queries.

7. Discussion

Before concluding the paper, we want to discuss some critical issues concerning our approach.

1. Stability of Sources. The application context described in Section 6.1 may suggest that data sources are stable in time; so, if we store documents coming from one single data source into a specific collection, they necessarily have the same structure.

   In practice, this is not true, in particular when the time window for gathering may span over years. In fact, if APIs are exploited to get documents, they could change the structure of the provided documents. Furthermore, if screen scraping techniques are used to get data from web sites that do not provide APIs, the situation may be even worse, because web interfaces change more frequently than APIs (sometimes they add more information, sometimes they reduce it); as an effect, JSON documents obtained by scraping the same site in different times may have different structures. Consequently, documents in the same collection may have different structures, due to the fact that the source is unstable.

2. No control on choices. Why has a JSON document database been chosen? Why have other NoSQL databases like Entity Databases not been considered by the organization? For many reasons, that often are not technical. For example, one could be that analysts are already more familiar with the document database technology or, specifically, with \texttt{MongoDB}. A second reason could be that at the beginning of the gathering they had only JSON documents to deal with. A third reason could be that they inherited the choice from previous projects and so on.

   The cost of transforming (possibly partially unknown) heterogeneous databases into a homogeneous and simplified representation could be very high, both in terms of time (necessary to accurately inspect the data sets, and select, extract, restructure and load data) and in terms of money (the cost of people with the necessary skills, such as programmers, database experts, and so on, involved in the process).

3. Neighbour Queries and Execution Times. Neighbour queries and related JSON queries must be executed and this, of course, significantly increases the execution times if compared to the execution of one single query.

   But in order to execute one single query, it would be necessary to have no heterogeneity in the data, that is, data should be pre-processed and collected into one single collection. However, as stated in the previous point, pre-processing could be very expensive. The goal of blind querying based on neighbour queries and JSON queries is to save pre-processing steps: in fact, even though the user had to wait for (let us say) 10 min, this would certainly be more convenient than spending working days in pre-processing. This is perfectly aligned with the spirit of information retrieval.

4. \texttt{HammerJDB} versus \texttt{ElasticSearch} and \texttt{Apache Solr}. The reader could observe that the gain in accuracy obtained by \texttt{HammerJDB} with respect to \texttt{ElasticSearch} and \texttt{Apache Solr} could be not so relevant, so why not to use them? In fact, \texttt{ElasticSearch} and \texttt{Apache Solr} are famous to return results quite immediately.

   However, the reader should consider a different aspect of the problem; they have their own storage systems and data must be transferred from the JSON document store to them, thus causing the duplication of the data sets. Furthermore, performing this transfer is a trouble when the JSON store is continuously fed, because only incremental data must be transferred. Consequently,
the version of the data sets in the JSON document store could be not aligned with the version queried by ElasticSearch or Apache Solr.

The adoption of HammerJDB avoids this possibly expensive trasfer, because it directly works on the original JSON document database to query.

5. Arrays are not supported. At the current stage of development of the blind query technique, array fields in JSON documents are not supported. Clearly, this is a sever limitation, in particular when documents describing GeoJSON [38] layers are stored. Transformations of JSON documents suggested in Section 5 totally or partially loose the original documents; in many applications, this loss could be a problem for further analysis activities. In this paper, we demonstrated that concepts defined in our previous work can be adapted to query JSON document databases, provided that array fields are not considered. In future work, we will deeply investigate how to effectively deal with array fields.

8. Conclusions and Future Work

This paper presents HammerJDB, a novel framework for blind querying NoSQL databases of JSON documents. The framework is a revamping of the Hammer framework [3] (originally introduced in Reference [2]), designed to introduce a technique for blind querying Open Data portals.

Specifically, the novel HammerJDB framework changes the application context, considering a NoSQL database for JSON documents as source to query, so as to extract JSON documents stored within it. It is based on the same basic technique for query rewriting, but it introduced a second step of query rewriting, in order to obtain queries (called JSON queries) that can be directly executed on JSON documents. In particular, JSON documents are pre-processed, in order to partition them into JSON data sets, that is, homogeneous sets of documents (on the basis of their schema).

To validate the approach, we performed some experiments on the data set collecting job offers, provided by Reference [35]. A pool of 8 queries allowed us to prove the efficacy of our approach. We compared our technique with two distinct baselines, that is, Elasticsearch and Apache Solr. We observed that our technique performs generally better, specifically as far as retrieval of documents is concerned.

As a future work, we plan to investigate how to deal with array fields; in fact, our technique is currently unable to deal with them.

As far as longer term activities are concerned, first of all we plan to improve our approach, in particular to better cope with a reduced number of collections or data sets. In order to improve both precision and recall, we are studying to apply Machine Learning models and Deep Learning to create a corpus of metadata, by reading the content of each dimension of each document (see References [39,40]). In our idea, we could use a pre-trained NLP model like BERT ([41]) to better understand user questions.

Second, we would like to exploit explicit correlations between terms, that can be obtained by performing a preliminary analysis of correlated terms in the meta-data catalog.

Third, we would like to fully exploit field paths, in order to consider names of intermediate fields and not only of leaf fields.
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